CHRISTMAS ALE! - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

A well-balanced holiday ale with orange zest, fresh young ginger, whole
cinnamon sticks, and organic honey. ABV 6.6%

PILSNER - 6.00 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

Barley's Pilsner looks and drinks like a pilsner; we brew it using ale yeast with a
healthy dose of Czech Saaz hops. ABV 4.8%

SCOTTISH ALE - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER

Slightly malty and amber in color; tricky to brew, easy to drink. If you're not
sure what you want, you probably want this beer. ABV 6.6%

PALE ALE - 6.00 PINT, 14.00 GROWLER

Pale Ale was the ﬁrst beer we brewed in our
brewery and continues to be one of our ﬂagship
ales. Because of the rich color of the British malt,
it is not very pale, but the rich ﬂavor matches the
color beautifully. ABV 5.6%

BLOOD THIRST WHEAT - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

Blood Thirst is citrusy and supremely refreshing with ﬂoral notes thanks to
Sicilian blood orange zest added to the brew kettle, with puree added during
and after fermentation. ABV 5.0%

BLURRY BIKE IPA - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

Blurry Bike may be the most refreshing IPA we brew. It is brewed exclusively
with Columbus hops for a citrus note that resonates clean and crisp. Go for a
ride! ABV 5.8%

TOUR DE HOPS - 7.00 TULIP, 18.00 GROWLER

Our experimental IPA features different hops in each iteration. Varying
combinations of ctirus, pine, tropical fruit, and spicy hop ﬂavors are almost
balanced by rich British malt, American oats, and a not so sneaky sensation of
peppery alcohol. Enjoy the tour! ABV 8.7%

RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

The ﬁrst time we brewed the Russian, we didn't think we would get all the grain
the mash tun. The result is a roasty, fruity beer you'll be tempted to eat with a
spoon. ABV 7.6%

CITRAJECTORY SAISON - 6.50 PINT, 16.00 GROWLER

This single hop, multi grain Farmhouse Ale is designed for summer drinking.
Soft grain presence and a subdued hop bitterness are the background to juicy
citrus fruit/hop ﬂavor and a peppery spice from Belgian yeast. ABV 5.0%

INFINITY GRAND CRU - 7.00 TULIP, 18.00 GROWLER

Inﬁnity is a wonderfully complex Belgian dark strong ale with a rich malty
sweetness, fruity esters, and signiﬁcant alcohol with moderate spiciness.
ABV 9.2%

BOTTLED BEER
BUDWEISER - 4.25
BUD LIGHT - 4.25
MILLER LITE - 4.25
COORS LIGHT - 4.25
O'DOULS (NA) - 4.25
YUENGLING - 4.75
GUINNESS - 5.75
ANGRY ORCHARD
CIDER - 5.00

SAMPLE FLIGHTS
PICK ANY THREE OR SIX
BEERS WE HAVE AVAILABLE
(5 OZ EACH)
THREE SAMPLES - 7.00
SIX SAMPLES - 13.00

CASK-CONDITIONED ALE
SCOTTISH ALE W/ FUGGLE
HOPS

